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WELCOME!

Strategy Studio’s Creatives In Residence
Program is a unique feature of our digital
community.
The residency brings artists and creatives
of various disciplines together with
purpose-driven strategists. Creatives
share their inspiration, process, and
advice for living a life filled with original
expression.
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Creatives In Residence

Karla Raines
Artist and Strategist
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STRATEGY STUDIO

Strategy Studio is the first digitally forward suite of resources for purpose driven strategists. Launching in January 2021, it’s a place for conversations
and aha moments with colleagues equally passionate about strategy.
Members inspire each other to bring their best to their work and the
organizations who mean the world to them.

Members engage with the guiding principles and insights surrounding
Differentiated, Karla’s book, and her trademarked Differentiation Zone
process.
Discover-level members participate with the Creatives In Residence as part of
their paid subscription.
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CREATIVES

Engage in a monthly residency
Earn a $1,000 stipend
Enjoy a Strategy Studio webpage during the residency
Share links to your web and social sites
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EXPECTATIONS

▪ Design a custom educational program (30-60 minutes max). Content
will be packaged as learning moments
▪ Publish at least 1 guest blog
▪ Create a written list or video with tips to foster a creative life
More specifics:
▪ Introduce us to your creative process and your work
▪ Demonstrate your craft
▪ Tell us about your creative muse
▪ Offer advice on how to best nurture a creative process
▪ Tell us where creativity meets strategy for you
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STRATEGY STUDIO WILL

Create an educational library of your presentations, guest blogs, and
written work created for Strategy Studio
Honor your copyright and trademark as we do our own

Set expectations for how to best engage with our members, including
standards for presentation and collaboration
Create social media, promotional, and advertising content to showcase
this innovative offering and expand our market reach
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INTERESTED IN APPLYING OR NOMINATING A CREATIVE?

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Tell us about your creative work.
Share links to your work.
Provide a short demo of your screen presence so we get a sense of
your comfort with Zoom and sharing your work. Feel free to share
something you’ve already done.
Tell us a bit about your interest in engaging with Strategy Studio.
Reveal a little something about your creative process – your muse,
how you stay creative, etc.

Creative In Residence
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Contact:
karla@differentiationzone.com
Calendly

